InstantGMP, Inc. Awards $50,000 Greenfield Grant to Pacific Manufacturing and Design, LLC
InstantGMP, Inc., the company behind the affordable all-in-one manufacturing and quality software
solution InstantGMP™ PRO, is pleased to announce the winner of the 2019 Greenfield Grant. This year,
InstantGMP has selected Pacific Manufacturing and Design, LLC in San Diego, California, to be the
recipient of the award.
The Greenfield Grant is awarded each year by InstantGMP to help a new technically innovative
company that is working towards full compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs). The
Greenfield Grant equips nascent startup companies with software, standard operating procedures,
training, and mentorship required to enable early adoption of InstantGMP software. The purpose of
the Greenfield Grant is to give startups the tools they need to succeed. “Our goals are to promote the
benefits that GMP compliance offers such as traceability and operational excellence and to offer a “leg
up” to a company that ascribes to these ideals” said Dr. Richard Soltero, President of InstantGMP, Inc.
This year, the Greenfield Grant is valued at $50,000 in software and services.
“We are incredibly grateful to be the recipient of the 2019 InstantGMP Greenfield Grant,” said Dr.
Bruce Landon, Chief Medical Officer and Founder of Pacific Manufacturing and Design, LLC. “This
award will allow us to continue our pursuit of transparency and passion in maintaining the highest
standards through a streamlined manufacturing process. Utilizing InstantGMP’s platform will allow us
to achieve GMP certification so we can replicate high quality, consistent products in a properly
controlled environment.”
The grant includes a one-year subscription to InstantGMP™ PRO. InstantGMP PRO is applicable across
many industries due to its design and ability to be a stand-alone or integrated solution. As an all-in-one
manufacturing and quality system, InstantGMP™ PRO is ideal for hemp and CBD processing. The
software is a must-have for any company looking to improve compliance, decrease waste, eliminate
costly disruptions in production, and streamline manufacturing and quality processes. The grant also
includes 200 hours of interactive training and implementation services, so that the company can learn
how to organize their production activities for maximum productivity and how to use all the integration
and process flows that are built into the software. Finally, the grant prize also includes our PRO Set of
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) which, built into our software’s Document Management
System, are ready to use -- featuring over 115 policies and procedures designed specifically for FDA
regulated industries like biotechnology, CBD, dietary supplements and pharmaceuticals.
Beyond the software aspect of InstantGMP, the product supports clients through documentation and
standardization procedures for facility management, including inventory, warehouse, and quality
management.
About InstantGMP, Inc.
InstantGMP, Inc. is the creator behind the InstantGMP™ software -- an affordable all-in-one
manufacturing and quality software solution which improves batch quality and consistency across
several different industries. InstantGMP’s software features an FDA-compliant electronic manufacturing
execution system designed for products subject to current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP)
regulations and FDA requirements. The software organizes and manages production processes,
benefitting companies by improving batch quality across several industries including

biopharmaceuticals, biotech, dietary supplements, hemp/CBD, and medical devices. Designed by
industry experts, the electronic batch records software makes it easy for firms to use master production
records and batch production records in a system that automatically reinforces cGMP compliance.
About Pacific Manufacturing and Design, LLC
Established in 2017, Physician-led brand Drs. & Co.™ has been striving to produce superior products and
provide consumer education in the CBD industry. Drs. & Co.™ founded Pacific Manufacturing & Design,
LLC (PMAD) in October 2018 on our quest for superior products and for product consistency and
effectiveness. Every single product formulated and produced in PMAD’s San Diego manufacturing facility
contains a dosed amount of CBD via airless pumps, metered droppers or homogenized edibles. We feel
it is very important that each of our customers, whether it through our in-house brands or our white
label clients, understand exactly how much CBD they are consuming. We have built our business on
three core values: transparency, education and creating the highest bioavailable products through
consistency and reliability with every dose.

